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Abstract For planetary science, accurate clocks are mainly used as part of an onboard radioscience transponder. In the case of two-way radio data, the dominating data type for planetary radioscience, an accurate spacecraft clock is not necessary since the measurements can
be calibrated using high-precision clocks on Earth. In the case of one-way radio data, however, an accurate clock can make the precision of one-way radio data be comparable to the
two-way data, and possibly better since only one leg of radio path would be affected by the
media. This article addresses several ways to improve observations for planetary science, either by improving the onboard clock or by using further variants of the classical radioscience
methods, e.g., Same Beam Interferometry (SBI). For a clock to be useful for planetary science, we conclude that it must have at least a short-time stability (< 1,000 s) better than
10−13 and its size be substantially miniaturized. A special case of using laser ranging to the
Moon and the implication of having an accurate clock is shown as an example.
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Table 1 Ranges of different
frequency bands used in
radioscience

V. Dehant et al.
Frequency band

uplink

downlink

UHF

[390 MHz, 405 MHz]

[435 MHz, 450 MHz]

S-band

[2.026 GHz, 2.11 GHz]

[2.2 GHz, 2.29 GHz]

X-band

[7.145 GHz, 7.19 GHz]

[8.4 GHz, 8.45 GHz]

Ka-band

[34.2 GHz, 34.7 GHz]

[31.8 GHz, 32.3 GHz]

Fig. 1 Illustration of two-way
radio measurements over a
particular integration time

1 Survey of Capabilities of Accurate Clocks and Transponders in Space
Science
Planetary science instruments/measurements using clocks or equivalent frequency standards
are mainly for radioscience and laser instruments.

1.1 Radioscience
Radioscience instruments provide gravity, tide, and rotation measurements, from which the
interior property of Solar System bodies can be deduced (see e.g. Folkner et al. 1997;
Kuchynka et al. 2013, 2014; Le Maistre et al. 2012; Dehant et al. 2009, 2010, 2012a; Park
et al. 2013, 2016). These observations are typically obtained using radio frequencies in UHF,
S-band, X-band, or Ka-band. The frequency ranges for these radio bands as reserved for
space radio links are presented in Table 1.
The measurements used to achieve the geodesy objectives are the Doppler shifts (i.e., for
measuring line-of-sight velocity) and time of flight (i.e., for measuring distance) as measured at NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) stations or ESA ESTRACK tracking stations
on Earth. These ground stations consist of 34 m/35 m and 70 m antennas. Similar 65 m
antennas exist as well in Russia. Other equivalent stations (35 m and 64 m) are existing in
China and Japan.
For two-way link between a spacecraft and an Earth’s station (see Fig. 1), the measured
Doppler shift can be written as (Moyer 2000):
f =


fT (t1 ) 
ρ(t2 ) − ρ(t1 )
cTc

(1)

where fT is the frequency transmitted at the spacecraft, c is the speed of light, and ρ(t1 )
and ρ(t2 ) are the spacecraft-station ranges at the start-time (t1 ) and end-time (t2 ) of the
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Fig. 2 Representation of the one-way, two-way and three-way radio-links

Doppler count time Tc , respectively. The ranging measurements consist of time differences
between the signal sent to the spacecraft and received at the ground station. The geometry,
or equivalently the orientation of the line-of-sight direction, changes over the sample time.
From these measurements, one can reconstruct the motion of a spacecraft around a planet
or moon (or on its way to the target celestial object) or of a lander or a rover on a planet or
moon surface with respect to the Earth. One can as well measure the relative motion of a
lander or a rover with respect to a spacecraft. The radio signals are often used as a “two-way”
signal (see Figs. 1 and 2). For a two-way measurement, the reference frequency is provided
on an Earth station, the signal is transmitted from the station, received at a spacecraft, and
transmitted back coherently to the same Earth station. In this configuration, the same Earth
station is used for transmission and reception of the signal. The “three-way” configuration is
sometimes used, in which case, the receiving station is different from the transmitted station
(see Fig. 2). The “three-way” data needs to be corrected for an offset between the clocks
at the two stations, which is a well-understood practice and its accuracy is comparable to
two-way data. Obviously, in these configurations, the reference clocks are calibrated on
Earth and an onboard clock is not needed as long as the data is acquired coherently. The
ESTRACK or DSN ground stations use hydrogen maser as their references (at the level of
10−15 stability). However, for the transponders to be coherent (retransmitting at a fixed ratio
with respect to the reference frequency with no phase lag induced from the instrument), they
are usually based on phase-lock loops and involve an internal oscillator. This oscillator must
be as stable as possible but practically a quartz is sufficiently stable.
On the other hand, one could equivalently use an Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO) onboard
the spacecraft and receive on Earth, or vice-versa; this is the so-called “one-way” radio
tracking (see Fig. 2). The precision of the one-way measurements is mainly limited by the
stability of an onboard USO, usually at the intrinsic stability level of 10−13 . In practice,
two-way Doppler and ranging are mainly used for radioscience applications since presentday USOs are very sensitive to thermal environment and it is hard to achieve the intrinsic
instrument stability (Asmar et al. 2005). In addition, a spacecraft must have a transponder
for communication purposes, thus there always exists a two-way capability.
Presently the radioscience observation allows us to provide information on the global
orbit of the spacecraft and its changes in space and time (precise orbit positioning), on
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gravitational and non-gravitational perturbations on the spacecraft trajectory and their time
variations, including tidal or seasonal atmospheric effects, on the acceleration undergone
by the spacecraft at a particular space and time (gravity above particular targets), on the
orientation and rotation parameters of the planet or moon around which the spacecraft is
in orbit or flies by. Two-way Doppler and ranging are used at present. If precise clocks are
available on the spacecraft, one-way measurements could supplement these measurements.
A benefit for one-way measurements in planetary missions can also be found when using
it for atmospheric occultation, which can be used to determine atmospheric properties of a
target body.

1.2 Interplanetary Laser Ranging
A laser altimeter enables distance measurements from a spacecraft to the surface of the orbiting body. The distance is determined by precisely measuring the round-trip light time of
a laser pulse from the instrument to the surface and back to the instrument. The most important limitations of these measurements are the spacecraft position and attitude knowledge,
and the so-called range walk due to signal strength variations and the spread of the laser
pulse waveform by surface variations within the laser beam footprint.
A laser altimeter can also be used for measuring distance between Earth and a spacecraft
or between Earth and a corner cube on a spacecraft or on the surface of a planetary object.
The precision of this measurement is related to the frequency stability of the onboard clock
or ground station USO.
In Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), arrays of retroreflector corner cubes on spacecraft
serve as transponders (Degnan 1993), providing sub-cm accuracy and precision range measurements. With return signal declining as the fourth power of distance, the limitations of
such passive transponders beyond Earth orbit are clearly apparent. Active interplanetary
transponder experiments using laser altimeters in cruise were first proposed in 1992 after
the September launch of the Mars Observer spacecraft, carrying the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) as part of its instrument suite. The goal was to test the MOLA laser by
firing at Earth and attempting to detect its signal, and to fire a ground laser at MOLA. The
request never received serious consideration and the spacecraft was lost before attaining
Mars orbit. The Mars Global Surveyor project did approve such an experiment with the reflight of MOLA in 1997, but it was canceled due to a spacecraft anomaly. An attempt by
the NEAR-Shoemaker spacecraft to range to Earth prior to a flyby in 1999 was unsuccessful owing to poor visibility over several days at the one ground station equipped to receive
1064 nm (very near infrared) signals. Eventually, in 2005, a one-way link was achieved to
the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft at a distance of 80 million km from Earth, with
a precision of 2 milliseconds. Improved precision could have been achieved if the clock
element of MOLA had not already failed (Abshire et al. 2006).
Two-way interplanetary ranging was eventually demonstrated successfully in 2005
(Smith et al. 2006) with the Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA) on board the MESSENGER
spacecraft. The ranging precision was limited somewhat by the ∼ 6 ns MLA pulse width
and the weak signal received by the instrument on the spacecraft, just at the detection limit.
This two-way asynchronous transponder experiment (Degnan 2002) achieved a few dozen
downlink and uplink data that corresponded to the receive times predicted for a range of
nearly 24 million kilometers. Solutions for the range and range rate as well as clock offset
were obtained with a precision of 20 cm, 15 cm/s, and 0.7 ns respectively from the 104 data
points acquired. The experiment succeeded in part due to the precision of the onboard USO
that provided timing signals and was also monitored from the ground, but by the time the
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experiment could be repeated four days later, the clock had drifted by several microseconds
so that a longer-baseline solution could not be obtained.
Building on this success, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) incorporated a oneway Laser Ranging (LR) experiment (Zuber et al. 2010), providing operational laser tracking
for the first time of a satellite beyond Earth orbit. The Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA)
instrument had a ranging precision of 10 cm. To attain the stringent 50-m total position orbit
requirement, a receiver telescope was articulated with the LRO high gain antenna (HGA)
and coupled to the LOLA timing system to allow an Earth laser station to range to LRO in a
one-way transponder mode whenever in view. LRO-LR operation was conducted for a total
of > 4,000 hours by 11 ground stations in 5 years, from 30 June 2009 to 30 September 2014.
LR data achieves a 5–10 cm precision after conversion into 5 s normal points (Mao et al.
2012, 2017). The spacecraft clock is a commercial ovenized crystal oscillator (Symmetricom
9500B) similar to the USOs flown routinely on other spacecraft with a short-term stability of
< 2 × 10−13 Allan deviation (Bauer et al. 2016, 2017). For the two-hour duration of a lunar
orbit, random walk errors are ∼ 1–2 ns. The one-way experiment relied upon the precision
of both the spacecraft clock and multiple instances of ground station clocks, often with
unpredictable offsets that introduced many additional parameters into the orbit estimation.
The GGAO (Goddard Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory) ground station relied
at first on a GPS-steered clock for observation epoch time; this proved inadequate and was
eventually replaced by a co-located H-maser. Other stations used masers during part of the
experiment, or relied on Cs and Rb atomic clocks with variable stabilities and drift rates.
The LR observables for orbit determination are the matched transmit and receive times,
corrected for system and atmospheric delay, formed into 5 s centered averages or “normal
points”. Modeling the observable time difference requires a fully relativistic treatment of
both clocks as well as the clock offsets and rates. Additional care to model the spacecraft
clock required estimation of its intrinsic drift and aging, as well as its residual thermal response and its unpredictable or random walk noise. Several teams, using different software
systems have utilized portions of the LR data to study orbit determination: the JPL navigation software package MONTE (Buccino et al. 2016), the software developed jointly at
Delft and DLR using the Tudat software (Bauer et al. 2016, 2017), and the GEODYN2 software at GSFC (Mao et al. 2017). All three efforts obtained tracking residuals in the range
of 10–30 cm, and found that performance on a par with 2-way radiometric tracking could
be obtained over relatively short (1–2 day) arcs, for which the random walk of the USO was
not severe. Some results have been obtained with longer (5–7 day) arcs, but the number of
extra parameters to model the clock thus introduced limits the strength of one-way ranging.
In combination with radiometric ranging and Doppler tracking, the incorporation of laser
ranging data improved the LRO orbits, with the improvement correlated with the amount of
tracking data and modeling sophistication.
The Moon is, however, a special example because the most important factor in orbit
determination has been the use of high-degree gravity potential models derived from the
GRAIL mission (Mazarico et al. 2013), and the best results obtained for LR likewise rely
on the best resolution of gravity, particularly on the far-side where tracking from Earth is
unavailable.
For well-determined orbits, the LR simultaneous data passes (up to four stations at a
time) can be used to affect a time transfer between stations within the field of view of the
LR telescope (about 12,000 km). The GGAO maser and the nearby US Naval Observatory
master clocks can be correlated at well within 1 ns using data collected from GPS receivers,
given that ionospheric sources of error are common to both stations and therefore largely
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cancel, resulting in residual differences over 20 months of < 10 ns after removing longwavelength trends. Thus, strong bounds may be placed on ground station clock errors; the
main issues reside in the behavior of the spacecraft clock.
Due to the very similar required systems, there is great synergy between laser ranging
and laser communications (Hemmati et al. 2009). The LADEE (Lunar Atmosphere and
Dust Environment Explorer) spacecraft was the first to apply such a communications system beyond Earth orbit (Elphic and Russell 2015), using the Lunar Laser Communication
Demonstration (LLCD) (Boroson et al. 2014). From the communications data, range data
with a precision at the several cm level was obtained.

1.3 Accuracies/Stabilities of Clocks/USOs Currently Available for Space Science
As mentioned already, no clock is used onboard spacecraft for planetary science except
for USOs with 10−13 stability used for one-way links. To reach this stability, the onboard
USO must be thermally controlled. To make use of the Doppler effect for navigation and
radioscience in a one-way link, it is necessary to know the frequency of the radio signal
transmitted from the spacecraft at that level. Then the received frequency can be analyzed
to calculate the line-of-sight speed of the spacecraft. Many interplanetary spacecraft carry
a USO for this purpose, ensuring thermal stabilization to keep its output frequency stable.
The long-term stability of a USO might be a problem if not calibrated against the stability
of an Earth-based maser, which can be done using a model for the frequency changes over
time.
The present-day precision of the radioscience measurements is limited by the noise arising on the signal from other sources, such as the errors due to solar plasma, ionosphere,
troposphere, and non-gravitational forces such as maneuvers and angular momentum desaturations.
The precision of planetary laser ranging is limited by the pulse width, which is typically
10–100 ps (single-shot precision of 3–30 mm). The influence of clock noise for two-way
ranging is limited, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. Measurement processing accuracy is limited
to the several mm level by uncertainties in tropospheric corrections, ground station position
uncertainties, and uncalibrated system instabilities.

2 Survey of Applications of Accurate Clocks and Transponders
in Planetary Science
2.1 Global Static Gravitational Field Determined from a Spacecraft
When a spacecraft is orbiting a planet, it is perturbed by the gravity field of the central body.
If the planet is homogeneous and spherical, the gravitational field is equivalent to that of a
point mass, and the orbital motion of the spacecraft due to this gravity field would follow a
Keplerian motion. However, planets, such as Earth, Mars, Venus, or Mercury, are not spherical and their masses inside are not uniformly distributed. For an oblate planet, one of the
most important variations in the orbit corresponds to the precession in the longitude of the
node of the orbit and is proportional to J2 (the form factor of the planet), i.e. the coefficient
of the first even zonal harmonics of the external gravitational potential. It provides information on the mass distribution inside the planet since J2 is proportional to the difference
between the polar moment of inertia (C) and the equatorial moment of inertia (A), representing the dynamical flattening of the planet. For a rapidly rotating planet like Mars or the
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Earth, the contribution of the higher degree harmonics to the orbital drift is significantly
lower than the J2 contribution, because of the ellipsoidal distribution of the gravity field.
The limitations here are not arising from the clock but well from the other forces entering
into the determination of the gravitational field, i.e., effects of angular momentum desaturation, maneuvers, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure effects on the spacecraft, as
well as solar plasma and Earth ionospheric/tropospheric effects on the signal. However, as
mentioned previously, if a clock is available onboard the spacecraft, it is possible to add
one-way communication between the Earth and the spacecraft, allowing to use passive telescopes on the surface of the Earth. The one-way links add data, which is important for a
global computation of the gravity field. Moreover, assuming the clock noise could be reduced to provide comparable
data noise as a two-way link, the one-way link would provide
√
about a factor of ∼ 2 improvement since the error due to media are cut in half.

2.2 Time Variation of the Gravitational Field as Determined from a Spacecraft
For a planet with an atmosphere, changes in the mass distribution and wind effects in the
atmosphere may induce changes in the solid planet angular momentum and changes in the
gravity coefficients. For Mars, about one fourth of the atmosphere of Mars is participating
in the sublimation and condensation process of the CO2 in the atmosphere and ice caps. The
CO2 seasonal cycle of Mars atmosphere induces mass exchange between the pole caps and
the atmosphere, which in turn induces seasonal variations of the gravitational potential as
well as of the rotation rate of the planet. The expected contributions to the gravity zonal
harmonics variations of degree 2 to 5 are on the order of a few hundredths of percent of their
static values as observed and expected from Global Circulation Model (GCM) of Mars’
atmosphere. In turn, this small amplitude of the zonal harmonics variations generates small
orbital perturbations, which needs an accurate reconstruction of the orbiter motion to be
detected. Again, the limitations are not arising from the clocks but from the non-gravitational
corrections of the spacecraft acceleration.

2.3 Time Variation of the Gravitational Field Induced by the Tides
as Determined from a Spacecraft
Tides are interesting phenomena as they can be used for the determination of core properties
such as the core density and size. The tides depend on the interior structure, e.g. there are
larger tidal displacements for a body with a fluid core or a global subsurface ocean. If the
tides are observed, it may be possible to determine the interior structure since the driving
forces are usually known precisely. For Venus (Konopliv and Yoder 1996) and Mars (e.g.
Konopliv et al. 2011), the tidal k2 Love numbers have been observed and the physical properties of the core have been determined. At first, the core density/dimension can be determined, which are as well a tread off with respect to the mantle density profile. Equivalently,
the tides of the icy moons are as well interesting to observe as they reveal the existence or not
of a subsurface ocean. In this case as well, the ocean density can be determined in a tread-off
approach with respect to the ice rigidity and the crustal thickness (e.g. see Baland et al. 2014;
Mitri et al. 2014, for Titan; see Wu et al. 2001; Wahr et al. 2006, for Europa; and Moore
and Schubert 2003, for Ganymede and Callisto). Again, here the limitations are not arising
from the clocks but from the non-understood non-gravitational corrections of the spacecraft
acceleration.
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2.4 Time Variation of a Lander Position for Rotation and Tide Determination
The observables are Doppler and ranging in X-band or Ka-band or in both using the radio
links between landers at the surface of Mars and the Earth surface tracking stations. From
these observables, it is possible to determine Mars’ rotation and orientation in space as well
as the lander position as a function of time. These observations are further used to determine
properties of Mars (or equivalently the Moon) interior, such as the core density, the fraction
of core mass due to the presence of a light element (sulfur with the remaining mass assumed
to be iron), the radius of the core etc. Similarly, rotational changes, such as changes in the
length-of-day of Mars, may be determined by tracking the motion of a lander position in
space, which enable to provide information on the atmosphere of Mars.
In addition to the determination of precession and nutation for Mars (i.e. variations of the
orientation of Mars in space due to gravitational torque that the Sun exerts on the planet), the
technique can be used for the determination of physical libration, (i.e. physical oscillatory
response of a moon or planet in spin-orbit resonance to the gravitational torque exerted by
the mother planet or the Sun, respectively) if one would have a lander on the surface of
Mercury for instance, or on the surface of on icy moon of Jupiter.
Tidal effects do not only affect the dynamics of a spacecraft but as well of a lander.
Periodic time variations of the lander position with respect to the planet or moon are induced either by the tides or by seasonal loading effects, which can be determined thus from
radioscience with lander.
Here, again, the limitations are not arising from the clocks but from the non-gravitational
corrections of the measurements.

3 Future Applications
3.1 Clocks on Spacecraft and Applications
Before we can really benefit from high-precision onboard clock, further advancements must
be first made on the modeling and determination of non-gravitational forces acting on a
satellite. These non-gravitational forces could be evaluated with the help of precise onboard
accelerometers. In the case that all the forces acting on the satellite are well understood, with
the exception of the gravitational forces (both static and time-varying), high-precision clock
can be of interest.
Having an accurate
√ clock onboard will allow one-way link with improved noise
(i.e., a factor of ∼ 2 since only one leg of radio path would be affected by the media
error) than the two-way link. A gain of one order of magnitude on the onboard clock stability (i.e., 10−14 ) would immediately translate into improvements in Doppler and ranging
precision. However, since the Doppler data noise are limited by the media effects (e.g., solar
plasma, ionospheric and tropospheric errors), use of a better clock is only meaningful if
these errors can also be improved.
Combining several frequencies would help decreasing the Doppler data noise, similar
to what was done on GPS and Galileo. The use of at least two frequencies (e.g. X-band
and Ka-band) is also a potential approach for calibrating the errors due to solar plasma
and Earth ionosphere. However, we will also need to calibrate the tropospheric effect at the
comparable level. This applies to both the Earth atmosphere as well as the planet atmosphere
if the spacecraft signal passes through the planet atmosphere. The Earth tropospheric effect
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can be calibrated using complementary data such as Advanced Water Vapor Radiometer
(AWVR) and/or GNSS.
Thus, one way of taking the advantage of accurate clocks in space is using it for one-way
radio link, which could increase the number of measurements and provide better geometric
coverage. Also, high-precision timing, together with the usage of several frequencies and
AWVR, would allow improving the precision of the Doppler and ranging measurements.

3.2 Same Beam Interferometry (SBI)
Recently a new method has been proposed for gaining an order of magnitude precision
improvement in the determination of differenced one-way or two-way measurement, i.e.,
Same Beam Interferometry (SBI). SBI entails the simultaneous tracking of two or more
landers from a single ground station in a coherent, two-way mode (Bender 1994; Fermi
et al. 2008; Iess et al. 2008; Gregnanin et al. 2012, 2014). The signals received back from the
landers are recorded and combined in an interferometric mode to form a differential phase
proportional to the difference in distance between the landers and the ground station. The
interference fringes retain information only about rotation and tides, while common noise
sources such as interplanetary plasma, the Earth troposphere and ionosphere cancel out. The
relative motion of the Earth and Mars is also rejected when the differential phase is formed.
The noise cancellation is limited only by the different path delays in the Martian atmosphere
and ionosphere (to a much lesser extent), and the small gradients of the interplanetary plasma
density across the two line-of-sights.
The availability of a network of landers on a planet, a moon, or even an asteroid would enable this new and powerful method for estimating the target’s tidal and rotational states. The
availability of two landers simultaneously viewed from Earth (from a single ground station)
allows their simultaneous tracking in a coherent two-way mode as explained above. The crucial requirement of the interferometer is an excellent coherence between the transponders.
Thanks to the common mode rejection, the main sources of measurement errors affecting
single link (mostly propagation noises and clock drifts) are effectively suppressed in a differential (interferometric) configuration. This method requires the stability of the Earth ground
station clocks and again do not need further improvement in clock in space.
Application of this technique has been foreseen/proposed in the frame of a network on
the Moon and on Mars. In the present framework, we consider direct-to-Earth links using
transponders on the landers for radioscience (and partly telecommunication) and examine
different options for future configurations. All links need to be two-way coherent, with the
signal transmitted from a single ground station. No ultra-stable oscillator (USO) is necessary on the landers. Indeed, one-way links would destroy the phase coherency required by
SBI, and would seriously degrade even the performances of conventional Doppler and range
measurements. This might be relaxed if very precise clocks would be available. However,
this would add unnecessary weight on the payload, if one considers the present-day weight
of atomic clocks for space. If miniaturization of the atomic clock were available, radioscience would benefit from it. This advance would go in pair with using several frequencies
in space, as explained before, a little bit like the improvement of Galileo for positioning.
In addition, all the applications foreseen with Galileo could be envisaged with the new system. For the Galileo satellites, the onboard passive hydrogen maser clocks’ precision is four
times better than the onboard rubidium atomic clocks of the previous GPS generation and
is estimated at 1 second per 3 million years (a timing error of a nanosecond per day), which
translates into a sub-millimeter positional error on Earth’s surface. For such a probe and
clock around a planet, the error on the distance would be at the level of ∼ 10 centimeters.
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Fig. 3 Radio links for geodesy.
“Up” means that the frequency is
the one sent from Earth to space
(which is for the X-band for
instance near 7.15 GHz), and
“down” means that the frequency
is the one sent from space to
Earth (which is for the X-band
for instance near 8.4 GHz)

This is the level achievable by present-day two-way Ka-band Doppler. However, the position determined from Doppler measurements benefiting from such clock precision would be
at the sub-centimeter level.
Several radio link configurations may be envisaged:
In the first option [Option 1], the links are enabled by conventional X-band transponder
such as Mars Express, Venus Express, Rosetta, BepiColombo (without the Ka-band channel), and the LaRa (Lander Radioscience) onboard the surface platform of ExoMars 2020
or RISE (Rotation and Interior Structure Experiment) on the 2018 InSIGHT (Interior exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport). This is the simplest
instrumentation, but not the top performer, while it would already help the present-day precision of the measurements.
In Option 2, the transponder enables a dual frequency downlink at X- and Ka-band (see
Fig. 3 for a lander-Earth case), both coherent with the X-band uplink. This configuration
enables the removal of dispersive path delays due to charged particles in the downlink. The
extent to which the downlink information can be used to assess the uplink contributions
depends on the correlations between the two terms and must be safely assumed as unknown.
Option 2 would therefore reduce the plasma noise by a factor 1.4 (approx.).
In Option 3, the transponder enables two separate two-way Ka-band links. This solution
appears much satisfactory in terms of plasma noise level and very simple, but Ka-band
transponders are technically much more complicated by the necessity of using waveguide
in the transponder. The power consumption is also higher than an X-band transponder. One
may consider the selection of the uplink frequency according to operational requirements
and the availability of other nodes provided by different agencies.
It must be noted that Option 2 offers limited benefits over a pure X-band radio link, both
for standard radiometric measurements (Doppler and range) and SBI. Option 3 offers a very
effective suppression of plasma noise under most operational conditions (except for SunEarth-probe angles smaller than 15 degrees). Plasma noise is the dominant error source in
X-band tracking systems.
A number of variants of these three basic options can be considered. The most important
one entails the adoption of a Spread Spectrum (SS) signal structure. In this configuration the
carrier, telemetry and telecommand are identified by a unique code, with a signal effectively
occupying the entire allocated bandwidth. The carrier phase (the main observable in SBI
and radiometric measurements) is reconstructed from the code. In 3G and 4G terrestrial
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Fig. 4 The configuration of the Mars microwave interferometer. Two or three landers are simultaneously
tracked from the same ground antenna. All signals use the same frequency, with the carrier phase reconstructed through a unique code for each lander. The differential phase retains only the effect of rotation and
tides, while all noise contributions common to the links are cancelled out

cellular networks, the scheme is also known as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA).
SS communications are widely used in military space communications. European industry
has a vast experience in this field.
For a network of landers, there are both operational and scientific motivations for adopting such an SBI scheme. Operationally, the entire network can be tracked and controlled
from a single ground antenna, with considerable saving of antenna time. Orbiters can also be
tracked simultaneously with landers. Science benefits are important for SBI as this configuration guarantees the maximum commonality between the radio links, as it will be explained
later.
In summary, we have three options of SBI corresponding to the different options presented above: (1) X-band up-link from Earth to lander and X-band downlinks from lander to
Earth; (2) X-band up-link from Earth to lander and X- and Ka-bands downlinks from lander
to Earth; and (3) Ka-band up-link from Earth to lander and Ka-band downlinks from lander
to Earth. Only the second option will allow studying the ionosphere of Mars in addition to
the objectives of studying the global atmosphere and the interior of Mars from geodesy.
Thanks to the common mode rejection, the main sources of measurement errors affecting single links (mostly propagation noises and clock drifts) are effectively suppressed in
a differential (interferometric) configuration. Interferometric observables can therefore provide an excellent determination of Mars’ rotational parameters and tides. The concept of a
microwave interferometer entails two or more transponders on Mars, simultaneously illuminated by a single radio antenna on the ground. Each transponder coherently retransmits a
unique signal to ground, where each phase is measured and the phase differences are formed
(see Fig. 4).
The measurement goal is to reach an accuracy of 1 mm (corresponding to 1/10 of the
Ka-band wavelength) in each differential range, with integration times of 100–600 seconds.
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The daily observation time can be limited to 1 hour in order to attain a suitable data set
for geophysical interpretation. If the nodes are, say, 1,000 km apart, a 1 mm accuracy in
the differential range corresponds to an accuracy of about 10−9 radians in the orientation
of Mars. Differently from the case of a lunar interferometer, Mars’ fast rotation allows an
easy separation between tides and orientation changes with the use of just two landers.
A particularly favorable positioning on the surface entails one transponder on the equator
and another one shifted in latitude and longitude by 60 degrees. Other configurations are
also possible and an efficient distribution can be studied.

3.3 Future Applications of Laser Ranging
Using experience with past transponder laser ranging experiments (see Sect. 1.2), in particular the one-way laser ranging data obtained operationally with the LRO spacecraft, laser
ranging capabilities could be expanded to interplanetary distance (Degnan 2002). The very
small (19 mm diameter) telescope aperture used on LRO was dictated by accommodation
on an existing gimbaled antenna, whereas the LADEE spacecraft carried a purpose-built
optical communication instrument with ∼ 100 mm aperture and dedicated pointing. Neither system required more than 1 Watt of output laser power. Obviously, the technological development of a deep space system would require a larger power-aperture product.
The LLCD space terminal required only modest clock stability (∼ 8 × 10−11 ) over the
2.5 s roundtrip time to meet its 200 ps requirement. Laser ranging in planetary missions
would complement the tracking data with highly accurate range measurements (on the order of mm). Such tracking data would be especially attractive for the determination of solar system ephemerides, rotational variations, relativistic effects and other long-periodic
effects that are encoded in the tracking data (Turyshev et al. 2010; Oberst et al. 2012;
Dirkx 2015). The extraction of shorter-period effects, such as gravity field characteristics,
will, in most cases, be more accurate using existing (two-way) radio Doppler techniques.
As with radio tracking, laser ranging can be performed in a one- or two-way mode (see
Sect. 1.2). In the two-way mode, the contribution of clock noise to the error budget of the
measurements is limited. An integrated timing error of 1–10 ps over 1–100 s typically below
the noise level of two-way transponder laser ranging (Dirkx et al. 2015), is leading to a clock
stability requirement of 10−10 –10−12 (at 1 s) and 10−12 –10−14 (at 100 s). Such requirements
are not trivial, but are well within the capabilities of state-of-the-art systems. For one-way
laser ranging, however, clock noise is the dominant source of measurement uncertainty, and
poses a significant challenge during orbit determination, as discussed above for the case of
LRO and shown in numerical simulations by Dirkx et al. (2015).
Using highly accurate space-based clocks would significantly reduce the number of clock
parameters that need to be estimated during orbit determination from one-way data, thereby
allowing these data to be used for the retrieval of a broader class of parameters. Since the
science case for planetary laser ranging is especially strong for retrieving long-periodic signals, the system’s long-period stability is crucial. For the case of one-way laser ranging to
LRO (Buccino et al. 2016; Bauer et al. 2016, 2017; Mao et al. 2017), clock noise over longer
integration times makes it difficult to achieve such stability, indicating that improvements
in clock stability is highly desirable for future one-way systems. Additionally, it is shown
by Dirkx et al. (2016) that the proper-to-coordinate time conversion must be updated (iteratively or concurrently) during the estimation process to fully utilize future laser ranging data
sets, due to the large discrepancy between a priori state uncertainty and measurement noise
level.
However, with two-way, two-frequency radio range measurements promising an attainable accuracy of 20 cm (Iess et al. 2014), it will be difficult for a one-way laser ranging
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system to be competitive. Dirkx (2015) have performed a comparative analysis of Doppler
and range measurements for the retrieval of periodic signals from the tracking data, and conclude that a 20 cm range measurement becomes competitive with Doppler measurements
(0.002 mm/s quality at 1,000 s integration time) only for signals with periods > 200 hours.
For one-way laser ranging systems, outperforming radio range measurements would require
10−15 fractional stability for signals with a characteristics period of 200 hours and 2.10−17
stability for 1 year periods.
Although this could point to the need for highly accurate space-based clocks in planetary missions, the attainable range accuracy can (at present) be reached with a much smaller
hardware suite using a two-way laser ranging system (which will also be about 2 orders of
magnitude more accurate). Nevertheless, future advances in miniaturizing highly accurate
clocks would allow one-way systems to become competitive with existing tracking systems.
An additional application for one-way systems is in missions where the Earth-pointing requirement of the space-based laser system is impossible to meet, or where stray light would
be excessive (as for missions to the outer solar system).

3.4 New JPL Facility to Explore Deep Lunar Interior
LLR presently is conducted using pulsed lasers with very high peak power (∼ GW) and
sub-nanosecond pulses. However, despite the very high peak power, the average power is
quite modest (2 W). For instance, APOLLO uses a laser with 150 mJ pulses at a rate of
20 Hz, multi-photon detection (3–5 photons per pulse), and a good astronomy site to get
to ∼ 8 mm lunar range precision in single shot (Murphy et al. 2008). The primary limiting
factor to the LLR accuracy today is the Earth’s atmosphere, which imposes a lower limit
of 5 mm for the current LLR operations. In addition, the accuracy of LLR is limited by the
CCR (Corner Cube Retro-reflector) arrays currently on the Moon and their distribution on
the lunar surface (Williams et al. 2009), and by the LLR model (Williams et al. 2004).
To further advance lunar research, JPL is building a new LLR facility at the Table Mountain Observatory (TMO) in California, with the objective of bringing major advances in
the precision of LLR measurements. Equipped with a high-power (∼ 1.1 kW) continuous wave (CW) laser, TMO will not only receive a much large flux of returned photons
(∼ 103 photons/sec is expected) and thereby obtain a concomitant higher signal-to-noise
ratio than other facilities, it will also enter a new photon-rich regime in which differential
LLR is feasible.
In a photon-rich regime, such as what we propose to enable for TMO, simultaneous
ranging to two or three arrays is possible. With high photon√flux (as above mentioned),
the fundamental limitation to LLR accuracy is then no longer N where N is the number
of photons, but the lack in knowledge of the atmospheric delay. The delay from Earth’s
atmosphere (∼ 2.3 m at zenith) produces an uncertainty for single CCR ranging of ∼ 8 mm
after correction using the temperature, pressure, and humidity data. However, the differenced
delay error from one telescope to two or three sets of lunar CCRs can be as little as ∼ 30 µm.
Also, in this regime, the station-specific errors are common mode. This will allow us to
measure lunar librations with an accuracy of ∼ 10 microarcsecond as referred to the lunar
rotation angle. The new LLR facility will dramatically improve our knowledge of the lunar
interior, beyond the contributions from the GRAIL mission and current LLR data (Williams
et al. 2014).
Differencing ranges to different CCRs would reduce substantially atmospheric perturbations, one of the dominant terms in the current LLR error budget. This can be done by
switching between two (or several) lunar targets. To demonstrate this, we estimate the LLR
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differential delay error due to the atmosphere relying on the extensive data collected by
adaptive optics systems over the past few decades. The isoplanatic angle is defined as the
angular separation over which the wavefront from two stars will differ by 1 radian RMS.
The isoplanatic angle in the visible (0.6 µm) is ∼ 10 µrad (2 arcsecond); thus, two objects
separated by this angle will have atmospheric delay contributions that differ on average by
∼ 100 nm. At 0.5 degree separation (the angular width of the Moon), this differential path
error grows to ∼ 31√µm (using the Kolmogorov turbulence scaling law). This 31 µm error
should decrease as T /t0 , where t0 is time it takes the wind to move the air across the two
beams at the top of the troposphere (∼ 5–10 sec). For an infrared laser (say, at 2.2 µm), the
differential path difference over the lunar width would be ∼ 30.8 µm.
At any given time, the new facility at TMO will monitor the return photon fluxes between
OCTL (Optical Communications Telescope Laboratory) and a single lunar CCR array. Unlike classic LLR, which measures the round-trip light-time from Earth to the Moon and back,
the advanced LLR will track the phase of the returned amplitude-modulated microwave signal to determine the lunar range. At TMO, we plan to difference any of the two consecutive
range determinations to form a new LLR observable, differenced lunar range, previously not
available. The advantage of the new scheme is in the fact that it allows reaching the differenced range precision at 30 µm, which is the Earth√atmospheric limit. The time-multiplexing
between two sets of CCR’s results
√ in a factor of 2 increase in error; also, subtracting two
ranges causes another factor of 2 increase in error for the differenced range measurement.
Thus, the differenced range photon noise is ∼ 4 mm in 1 sec, reducing to 460 µm in 1 minute.
Integrating this signal for 2 hours would get us down to 42 µm. The period of the libration
signal is much longer than 2 hours, allowing for a precise determination of the relevant science parameters via the differenced LLR technique. With such a performance, we can reach
quantitative goals even in the worst-case scenario of full Moon and small CCR arrays.
The combination of the new CCR on the Moon (Turyshev et al. 2013) and the new JPL
facility would dramatically enhance our knowledge of the lunar interior, beyond the contributions from the GRAIL mission and current LLR measurements. The new differenced
range data accurate to 30 µm-level would allow for an expansive study of the deep lunar
interior including the core-mantle boundary shape, core rotation, and boundary-layer turbulence, inner solid core detection, deep mantle tidal rigidity and dissipation in a region
of suspected partial melting, asymmetrical tidal response (Zhong et al. 2012), rheologycaused frequency-dependent tidal Love numbers (Efroimsky 2012; Nimmo et al. 2012;
Williams and Boggs 2015), and stimulation of free librations (Rambaux and Williams 2011).
Differenced LLR measurements would build on and enhance the results from the GRAIL
mission (e.g., deep interior: study of the fluid core, detection of inner solid core, etc.).

3.5 The Special Case of the Moon
The Moon and instrumentation on its surface constitutes a special case as colocation of
high-precision techniques and clocks would enable better reference frame realization. In the
Apollo era, the use of passive laser reflectors on the lunar surface has been the most efficient
measurement technique. However, the laser link margin is very small, permitting only very
few ground stations to obtain valid measurements. Therefore, the next generation of the Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) technique should aim for substantial improvement. Dehant et al.
(2012b) proposed a one-way ranging concept involving laser transponders, which involves
the use of a very stable frequency. This allows many more Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR)
stations from the existing network on Earth to obtain measurements from the Moon. In addition, Dehant et al. (2012b) proposed to deploy and operate a microwave receiver/transmitter
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with precisely known mechanical local ties to the laser beacon/receiver, which will permit
observations of the tangential position of the Moon with respect to the celestial frame. The
ultimate objectives are threefold, the improvement of the reference frames for the Earth,
a better understanding of the Moon’s interior, and a better determination of the parameters
of General Relativity, as described in that paper.
The interior objective is reached through the observation of the Moon libration, of which
the amplitude is sensitive to the liquid core. A fluid core for instance does not necessarily
share the rotation axis of the solid mantle because the oblateness of the core-mantle boundary is expected to be small and the viscosity has a negligible effect. While the equator of the
solid Moon is subjected to a precession, a fluid core can only weakly mimic this motion.
For a precision of LLR ranging at cm-level, effects of general relativity are seen in the
data. Parameters of relativity theory such as the famous post-Newtonian (PPN) β and γ parameters and the geodetic precession can be estimated (Williams et al. 1996 and 2004). For
variation of the gravitational constant to be discernible, the precision on this determination
must be better than at the present level of precision of the measurements, i.e. at the 1/c2
order of the gravitational gradient accelerations of Earth and Moon due to the Sun.

4 Direction of Future Clocks for Planetary Science
4.1 Advancements in Clocks Need to be Made for Space Science Instruments
For a clock to be onboard a spacecraft and to be beneficial for space science, its size and
power-usage must be reduced as well as able to support launch, impacts, radiation, and large
differences in temperature.

4.2 Limiting Factors of Advanced Clocks in Space Science
The limitation factor for the data using new clocks are related to other perturbations that
are not yet sufficiently modeled and that contaminate the measurements, such as the plasma
and atmosphere effects or the spacecraft motion. New methods have been discussed above
that enable to circumvent these errors, either by using interferometric methods or using
combination of different frequencies.

4.3 Known/Key Behavior for Clocks that Are Critical for Space Science
For future of clocks for space science, understanding the effect of thermal variation would
be the enabling technology. Additionally, in any laser application, beam stability is primarily affected by point-to-point relative motion changes. This motion can be caused by many
different sources of vibration and even acoustic sources. Analyses of the measured vibrationtransfer functions can show resonance peaks generated by local vibration modes. The vibration modes may thus also be a challenging problem. They can re-introduce frequency noise
with deleterious effects on the laser coherence that had been so carefully realized.
Concerning the stability, both the short-term and long-term stabilities are needed. For
instance, the Allan variance of 10−13 at short term (@ 60 seconds) is necessary for the
Doppler, and obtaining this with a miniaturized clock would already help the one-way link,
assuming thermal and vibrational challenges are addressed. Long-term stability is necessary
as well in order to be able to interpret long-term variations in the Doppler and ranging related
to geophysics.
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5 Conclusion
The planetary radioscience have addressed numerous important scientific objectives, such as
the study of the gravity field for orbiting spacecraft or the demonstration of the presence of a
liquid core inside a planet inferred from its rotation for a lander. Except for the atmospheric
occultation science, the classical two-way radio links in X-band or Ka-band (or both) have
shown to be sufficient as it relies on the frequency stability of the clocks of stations on Earth.
Currently, the precision of very good ultra-stable oscillator is at the level of 10−13 . Using
such clocks in space would enable one-way links at the same precision as two-way links
and reduces the geometric constraints of the observations, as well as improvement in the
data noise since only one leg of radio path would be affected by the media error. Increasing
the precision of the clock (better than 10−13 –10−14 stability) would immediately map into
the precision of the measurements. However, at this level of precision, other error sources
must be reduced as well in order to take the full benefit of clock’s intrinsic accuracy. In orbiting or navigating spacecraft, non-gravitational accelerations acting on the spacecraft and
contaminating the determination of the gravity field can be further estimated/corrected from
precise accelerometer measurements. Additionally, the Earth media effects and plasma perturbations on the signal must be reduced to the level comparable to the accuracy of the new
clock system. One way for calibrating radio links from media effects (and plasma effects if
radio signal) is to consider interferometric methods like SBI or the new JPL laser facility.
In that case, the large differential phase delay from the Earth’s troposphere (and ionosphere
and plasma for radio link) is a common mode bias, due to the small view angle of the
transponders/laser beams as seen from the ground antenna (∼ 2 × 10−5 rad). It is therefore
completely cancelled out. The interferometer setup does not allow the same cancellation for
the other intervening media, namely the target planet or moon atmosphere and ionosphere
if they exist. Another approach for media calibration is to use multi-frequency radio links,
which can be used to almost completely remove the media errors.
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